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Stunning detailS, cuStomized optionS 

Levant Kitchen Furniture pairs the wonderful craftsmanship 

of Mullet Cabinet with the perfect options to create a room in 

any style. Size and color customizations allow Levant to work in 

any space, and a manufacturing turnaround time of four weeks, 

faster than most in the industry, means less waiting time.

Options with Levant Kitchen Furniture

8 door styles

Over 45 standard paints and stains

5 standard glazes and 1 hand-dragged glaze

An array of inner-cabinet organization elements

Custom matching on paints and stains

Access to entire Lamar Troyer Vintage 

Finish Collection

Inset or full overlay door, offered at one price

4 wood species: European beech, hard maple,  

premium cherry, furniture paint grade

Kitchens, bathrooms, home offices, laundry rooms, living areas: 

the possibilities for Levant cabinetry can provide solutions 

throughout your home.



Blanc SaBlechampagne cranBerrymint addleStoneSeattle chicorycognac

all lamar troyer finishes are available on levant doors. this collection of 9 finishes was designed by mullet cabinet’s color stylist 
and matches stains or paints with the appropriate glazes to offer an array of elegant yet comfortable designs.

andover 
full overlay / inSet (plain frame) 

Winter’S gate on paint grade

benton 
full overlay / Square or Soft edge 

pecan Stain on cherry

bristol 
full overlay / inSet (plain frame) 

Smoked maple Stain on maple

charleston 
full overlay / inSet (Beaded frame) 

Blanc on paint grade

douglas 
full overlay / inSet (Beaded frame) 
artiSan parchment on paint grade

plymouth wrs 
full overlay / inSet (plain frame) 

heritage Stain on cherry

plymouth 
full overlay / inSet (plain frame) 

arctic White on paint grade

williamsburg 
full overlay / inSet (plain frame) 

centennial Staini on european Beech

door StyleS

the levant kitchen furniture collection offers over 45 standard paints and 
stains, 5 standard glazes and a hand-dragged, heavy-brush artisan glaze.



In addition to the standard colors and Lamar Troyer finishes 

available in Levant, the custom color capabilities at Mullet 

Cabinet opens the door to any color imaginable. Our own 

in-house custom Color Studio allows us to create an exact 

color match to any existing color.

Levant partners with the national Color Marketing Group1 

and with quality finish partners Chemical Coatings, Inc. 

(CCI) and FinishWorks to keep us on the forefront of ever-

changing color trends. We are six months ahead of these 

trends, allowing us to adjust our offerings well before they 

influence the consumer market.
custom finishes are constantly being created in our color Studio.

organization 
elementS

1.  a spice drawer keeps  
everything organized  
and out of the way.

2.  pegs allow dishware 
to be stacked and 
stored.

3.  extensive molding 
selections offer a 
variety of crown detail 
options to give your 
kitchen a unique 
personality.

4.  the corner drawers 
make excellent use 
of space that is often 
wasted.
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SuperB conStruction, dedicated cuStomer Service 

When it comes to the details, Levant Kitchen Furniture  

relies on both proven traditional methods and the most 

current technological advances. Our goal is to achieve 

perfect quality each time, on schedule with a standard lead 

time of four weeks.

All Levant cabinetry adheres to these specifications:

Dovetail drawers made of 5⁄8"-thick solid maple 

Full extension Blumotion drawers

All-wood construction

Custom modifications up to 1⁄8" in height, 

width and depth

Birch veneer toned cabinet interiors

Face frame construction

Standard depth of 13" for wall cabinets 

Cabinet finished ends are flush with face frame

Shelves are 3⁄4"-thick, veneered and adjustable

1 John West, color marketing group.



www.levantkitchenfurniture.com

From the heart of Ohio’s Amish Country

Levant Kitchen Furniture is a Mullet Cabinet brand. Mullet Cabinet 

has been designing and manufacturing top quality cabinetry for more 

than three decades. The company is guided by ethical principles, 

our heritage as a family business, passion for the work environment 

and dedication to integrity and respect. We lead our business with 

the principals of conservation. Our products feature materials and 

methods that are eco-friendly, and we are committed to implementing 

innovation that will continue to improve our product’s sustainability.
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